Tudor and Elizabethan England

— Portrait of an Unknown Woman by Vanora Bennett (Country in Turmoil/Romance)
— The Spy of Venice by Benet Brandreth (William Shakespeare Mystery #1/Political Intrigue/Espionage)
— To Shield the Queen by Fiona Buckley (Ursula Blanchard #1/Royal Intrigue/Murder Mystery)
— A Dead Man in Deptford by Anthony Burgess (Famous Faces/Biographical Fiction/Political Intrigue)
— The Tutor by Andrea Chapin (Famous Faces/Murder/Biographical Fiction)
— Fools and Mortals by Bernard Cornwell (Famous Faces/Mystery/Family Relationships)
— Harvest by Jim Crace (End of an Era/Everyday Life)
— A Prisoner in Malta by Phillip DePoy (Christopher Marlowe #1/Political Intrigue/Espionage)
— The White Princess by Philippa Gregory (Royal Intrigue/Royal Rivals/Famous Faces)
— The Quality of Mercy by Faye Kellerman (Famous Faces/Murder/Elizabethan Judaism)
— Wolf Hall by Hilary Mantel (Wolf Hall #1/Political Intrigue/Biographical Fiction/Famous Faces)
— The Serpent Garden by Judith Merkle Riley (Woman Tradesmen/Political Intrigue/Supernatural Elements)
— The Dark Lady’s Mask by Mary Sharratt (Famous Faces/Unconventional Woman/Romance)
— Bristol House by Beverly Swerling (Multiple Time Periods/Supernatural Elements)
— The Heretic’s Wife by Brenda Rickman Vantrease (Women Tradesmen/Religious Upheaval/Romance)

— The Memoirs of Mary Queen of Scots by Carolly Erickson (Biographical Fiction/Famous Faces/Royal Intrigue)
— Elizabeth I by Margaret George (Biographical Fiction/Family Relationships/Famous Faces)
— The Other Queen by Philippa Gregory (Royal Intrigue/Famous Faces/Royal Rivalries)
— The Taming of the Queen by Philippa Gregory (Royal Intrigue/Religious Upheaval/Trailblazing Woman)
— The Last Tudor by Philippa Gregory (Royal Intrigue/Famous Faces/Family Relationships)
— The Tournament by Matthew Reilly (Murder Mystery/Famous Faces/Renaissance Constantinople)
— The Marriage Game by Alison Weir (Famous Faces/Romance/Royal Intrigue)
— A Dangerous Inheritance by Alison Weir (Royal intrigue/Famous Faces/Royal Rivalries)

Henry VIII

— The Boleyn King by Laura Andersen (The Boleyn Trilogy #1/Speculative History/Famous Faces/Family Saga)
— The King’s Curse by Philippa Gregory (Royal Intrigue/Rise to Power/Famous Faces)
— Katherine of Aragon: The True Queen by Alison Weir (Six Tudor Queens #1/Biographical Fiction/Famous Faces)
— Jane Seymour: The Haunted Queen by Alison Weir (Six Tudor Queens #3/Biographical Fiction/Famous Faces)
— Katheryn Howard: The Scandalous Queen by Alison Weir (Six Tudor Queens #5/Biographical Fiction/Famous Faces)

Henry VIII

— The Boleyn King by Laura Andersen (The Boleyn Trilogy #1/Speculative History/Famous Faces/Family Saga)
— The King’s Curse by Philippa Gregory (Royal Intrigue/Rise to Power/Famous Faces)
— Katherine of Aragon: The True Queen by Alison Weir (Six Tudor Queens #1/Biographical Fiction/Famous Faces)
— Jane Seymour: The Haunted Queen by Alison Weir (Six Tudor Queens #3/Biographical Fiction/Famous Faces)
— Katheryn Howard: The Scandalous Queen by Alison Weir (Six Tudor Queens #5/Biographical Fiction/Famous Faces)
Politics and People of the Renaissance

— The Art of the Renaissance—The Painter of Souls by Philip Kazan (Biographical Fiction/Renaissance Christianity)
— The Miracles of Prato by Laurie Lico Albanese (Romance/Famous Faces/Renaissance Christianity)
— The Birth of Venus by Sarah Dunant (Culture Clash/Romance)
— The Night Portrait by Laura Morelli (Royal Intrigue/Famous Faces/Multiple Time Periods)
— As Above, So Below by Rudy Rucker (Biographical Fiction/Everyday Life/Famous Faces)
— The Secret Supper by Javier Sierra (Heresy/Suspense/THE INQUISITION)
— Oil and Marble by Stephanie Storey (Biographical Fiction/Famous Faces/Rivalry)
— The Passion of Artemisia by Susan Vreeland (Female Artist/Biographical Fiction/Everyday Life)
— The Witch’s Trinity by Erika Mailman (Everyday Life/Suspense/Family Relationships)
— The Gondola Maker by Laura Morelli (Tradesmen/Family Relationships/Coming of Age)
— The Brethren by Robert Merle (Fortunes of France #1/Family Saga)
— The Burning Chambers by Kate Mosse (The Burning Chambers Series #1/16th Century France/Romance)
— Hamnet by Maggie O’Farrell (Everyday Life/Biographical Fiction)
— MÉDICIS DAUGHTER by Sophie Perinot (Famous Faces/Political Intrigue/Romance)
— The Family by Mario Puzo (Famous Faces/Family Relationships/Political Intrigue)
— Advent by James Treadwell (Advent Trilogy #1/Fantasy Elements)
— Lent: A Novel of Many Returns by Jo Walton (Famous Faces/Fantasy Elements/Political Intrigue)

Outside of Europe

— Inés of My Soul by Isabel Allende (Renaissance Chile/Romance/Conquest of the New World)
— MALINCHE by Laura Esquivel (Conquest of the New World/Famous Faces/Romance)
— My Name is Red by Orhan Pamuk (Renaissance Turkey/Art/Murder Mystery)
— The Enchantress of Florence by Salman Rushdie (Renaissance India/Royal Intrigue/Unusual Women)
— The Architect’s Apprentice by Elif Shafak (Renaissance Turkey/Political Intrigue/Renaissance Architecture)
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